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Another Christmas has come and gone, Easter is almost upon us and the Alumni 
Association welcomes another year of graduates to its ranks!  

It has certainly been a busy time with many things and ‘sensations’ to celebrate, 
including 2013 graduate Katherine Downie being awarded an OAM in the recent 
Australia Day Honours List for her gold medal winning perfomances at the 
London Paralympics in 2012! Katherine is the first of the School’s Alumni to 
receive an Order of Australia award.  

We were so pleased to  hear Katherine’s good news,  as we were to hear about 
other Peter Moyes graduates like Jack Doyle, who has become an accomplished 
dancer; running with the bulls in Spain and doing handstands in Paris in his spare 
time! He shares his experiences with us later in this Newsletter.  

Michelle Ellis, Foundation staff member, past Head of 
Primary School and current School Council member, is 
another contributor to our Newsletter, filling us in on what 
has kept her busy since she left the School. As you will 
discover, we now have to address her as Doctor Ellis! 

The new year began with much excitement at the opening 
of the new ‘Diggeden’s Dugout’ Primary Nature 
Playground named after departing Associate Principal of 
Primary School, Rensché Diggeden.  For the new Senior 
School student leaders the seriousness of the Induction 
Service brought home the responsibilities of the year 
ahead but the enthusiasm for their task was evident on 
their faces in the photo below.  It was also a time to 
congratulate the 2013 graduates on their results which 
saw them earn an ATAR ranking of over 90, placing them 
in the top ten per cent of students in the State! These 
results open many doors for our graduates, some of whom 
share news of their plans in this edition.  

Although the year is just completing its first quarter, the richness of 
our School life has already seen Co-Curricular activities begin, 
offering students a myriad of opportunities from music lessons to 
cheerleading to yoga and model making.  The Inter-School Sport 
teams have recorded pleasing wins after beginning training with 
great enthusiasm, while the Inter-School Swimming Carnivals were 
held recently with Hollows house proving victors in the Senior 
Carnival. I hope some of you were able to join us in cheering the 
swimmers on, as I hope you managed to support our Year 12 
students by attending their production ‘Children of the Black Skirt’, 
recently. Please watch the Facebook Alumni group for news of other 
events. 

Before the year grows too old we would 
like to wish all Alumni members well for 
the year ahead and invite them to a 
Sundowner to be held at the School on 
Friday, 2nd May starting at 6.00pm.  

Please RSVP to Karen van Rooyen on: 
alumni@petermoyes.wa.edu.au.  

We hope that you enjoy 
reading about what your old 
school friends have been up 
to and take the opportunity 
to join them on Friday 2nd 
May to reminisce! 

Karen van Rooyen 
Alumni Officer 
 

 

Katherine Downie displays her Paralympic Gold medals 
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Welcome to the third edition of The Crest! I hope you and your families enjoyed a safe and happy 
Christmas time and that 2014 is off to a great start. Personally the first three months of this year have 
been a blur of social events, special occasions, work deadlines and travel. But I keep reminding myself 
that although busy (which we all seem to love to say and wear almost as a badge of honour), I feel 
blessed to have these opportunities and experiences in my life. My new year’s resolution (if you want to 
call it that!) is to take more time out this year to stop, take note and savour these wonderful 

occurrences – I think this is off to a good start as I’m about to fly to India for a 2 week yoga retreat.  

This year is a special year for our school. At the end of this year it will have been ten years since the first cohort of Year 12 students 
graduated (me being one of them, although it’s hard to believe it’s been that long!). The size of the School has grown significantly 
during this time, from 35 students graduating in 2004 to 115  students graduating in 2013. Our newest cohort of Alumni have now 
begun their next steps, as we all have done before them – some to studies, some to the workplace, some to travel and the many 
other exciting adventures that life after school has to offer. I wish them much joy and fulfilment in their endeavours!  

It is with great pleasure that I introduce to you the newest members of the Alumni Committee: Adam Inder,  Stephen Morris, 
Siobhan Sullivan and Matt Vine. Together we have begun planning some events (read more about our first event in this Newsletter) 
and will start to engage more on the PMACS Alumni Facebook Page over the coming months as well. As always, your ideas about 
how we can grow as an Alumni community are most welcome so feel free to get in touch with us by emailing 
Alumni@petermoyes.wa.edu.au.  

Best of luck for 2014. Hope to see you all soon.     

Karen Russell 
Chair, Class of 2004 

  

Dear Alumni, 

Welcome to another edition of The Crest! 

I do hope that life for you and your loved ones progresses well. I am pleased to report that the School is 
continuing to develop in many important ways. In our fifteenth year the School now has over 1500 
students! What has been most pleasing about this growth in numbers is that it does not seem to have 
come at the expense of the qualities of our students. I often receive unsolicited praise from members of 

the community about the impressive attitudes and behaviour demonstrated by our students. Visitors to the School constantly 
remark to me about the relaxed, positive and polite demeanour of all at the School and this is a tribute to the work of our 
dedicated staff. 

As a young school in a growing area of Perth I believe that the School has been very fortunate to attract energetic and committed 
staff who recognise, perhaps more than teachers in other more established schools, that they are playing an integral role in 
developing the culture and attitudes of the School and its students. 

In a physical sense the School continues to plan for its growth. The School hopes to commence construction of a gymnasium at the 
end of this year and anticipates it being opened for student use at the end of 2015.  The completion of the gymnasium will leave 
two capital projects to be undertaken to complete the School’s original Master Plan of development, being a School Chapel and a 
new Administration Building. 

I look forward to meeting many of you at the Alumni Sundowner on May 2nd . The event is being held at the School so that students 
can be shown some of the newer buildings at the School including the Doug Swingler Senior School and the Senior Library and Art 
Studios. 

Thank you to those alumni who have shared news of their endeavours since leaving the School. As you will see from reading the 
contributions, our alumni have recognised and faced a number of challenges in their post-school lives. Just as importantly, our 
alumni have recognised that the qualities of their human friendships and relationships- a central tenet of Christian living-have been 
central to their lives as they were at the School.  

Best wishes to all, 

Julian Dowse 
Principal 



 

 



We are holding another Sundowner on Friday 2nd 

May 2014. This one will be held at the School so that 

you can have the opportunity to see some of the 

changes which have occurred since you graduated.  

Sheena Richardson, Café Manager will be providing a 

delicious spread of refreshments in her usual 

impressive style and a very talented current student, 

Trevor Stockton-Rice, will provide music for the 

evening. 

The photographs from last year’s Sundowner are 

available on the Peter Moyes Alumni Facebook 

group page for any who may have missed them.  

All Alumni members from Classes of 2004 to 2013 

are encouraged to attend and catch up on all your 

old school friends’ news. Has anyone travelled to an 

exotic location? Does anyone volunteer for a 

charity? Has anyone interviewed a famous celebrity? 

 

Entry to this event is by 
RSVP only so please email : 
Alumni@petermoyes.wa.edu.au 

or by clicking on image 

alongside and let us know if 

you are coming! 

We hope to see as many 

graduates there as 

possible! 

mailto:alumni@petermoyes.wa.edu.au?subject=RSVP:%20PMACS%20Alumni%20Sundowner%20-%20Friday%202nd%20May


What to do? What to do? 

2007 was the year. The 

Primary School was a 

successful entity, teachers 

enjoyed their jobs, parents 

were supportive and the 

students cared for one 

another. The ‘community’ 

that I was chasing was 

complete – a village was in 

operation.  

I decided that it was time: 

time for change, time for 

new directions and time 

for me to renew my 

energies. So at the end of 

2007, I left PMACS after seeing its inception in the year 2000. I was part of a team that saw the School grow from 

sand to mega structures, 150 to 500 Primary students and from 10 to 40 Primary teachers. Over these eight 

years I was a Primary teacher, Head of Primary and acted as a School Principal. What opportunities! What great 

experiences! What stories I have to tell! It was a difficult decision to leave but the right one in the end.  

After the hectic pace of PMACS, I chose to go back to university - time to renew. I applied for my final degree: 

Doctorate of Philosophy along with a three year research scholarship. Me a Doctor! Me with a scholarship!! Me 

with no work stress! What a life! At first, I had all this time on my hands. So I had coffee with friends, played 

some sport, picked up the kids from school in the middle of the afternoon and went to the beach. Time was mine 

again. Reality did set in and a work-life balance was being juggled.  

However, I did pine for Peter Moyes and working with students. PMACS was a huge part of my life. I was lucky to 

have stayed in contact with several of the teachers, as well as some of the parents/students. I couldn’t let go of 

PMACS or its people. On occasions, I get invited back to the school to get a dose of PMACS. I am fortunate to 

have been able to maintain such a relationship with the school.  

When I left, I thought, ‘Well this is the end of 

PMACS’. Nonetheless, Perth is small place and 

there is that ‘three degrees of separation’ thing. 

How good is it to continually run into ex-students 

with their parents and take time to catch up? 

Funnily enough, as a lecturer at Edith Cowan 

University, I am continually bumping into ex-

students in the library, at the coffee shop and in 

my classes! The village seems to have broadened. 

So PMACS people whether it is through the work 

place, university, the Alumni or good fortune I and 

you will continue to be part of the PMACS crowd.  



So what have I been up to? Apart from work and 

study, I have been a mum. My kids can no longer 

get away from not completing their homework, I 

get to watch performances, I go to parent-teacher 

interviews, I volunteer as a parent helper and I get 

to run them around. You know how it is. I believe I 

have found what they say is a ‘work-life balance’. 

Since leaving PMACS, my life has revolved around 

University. A three year scholarship saw me 

complete five years of study. My research topic was 

Parent-Teacher Interactions. I focused on what 

strategies were used by parents and teachers to 

influence the other during the decision making 

process. A useful topic in my experience! I got to 

interview 67 parents and 30 teachers about their 

experiences from several Perth schools. As in my 

own experience, I rejoiced in that most parents and teachers 

discussed what they wanted and obtained mutual agreement. 

However, in some instances pressure was applied in order to 

have each of their requests met. This information is now 

being shared with other universities and teachers here in 

Australia and abroad. This is my contribution to making a 

difference! 

So here I am, Dr Michelle Ellis, University Lecturer, 

Educational Consultant, Primary Teacher and a member of 

the PMACS School Council. When I left high school, no one 

could have envisaged this!  

 

Michelle Ellis (Dr) 

 

    



 How many years did you attend PMACS and in what year 
did you graduate? Years 8-12  and graduated in 2005, 
second year to graduate through the School. 

 When you were at school what did you imagine your life 
after school would be like? Pretty stock standard:  go to 
uni, get a job, find a partner, be happy. 

 How does your life today compare to what you 
imagined? Absolutely amazing, I have met so many 
people and have so many friends and have had so many 
more incredible experiences. 

 What do you miss most about school? Being around so 
many people of the same age doing the same thing. 

 If you could be at school again for one day, what would 
you like to do most? Go through a normal day of school, 
relive the experience but take in all the joys of the school 
experience, and cherish each moment. 

 What do you love about being an ‘adult’ (ie. not at school 
anymore)? Knowing so much, understanding the world so 
much more, and having freedom. 

 Where do you see yourself in 5 years? Working in a well 
developed career, married, possibly a kid or two on the 
way, a really good dancer and still just as happy as I am 
now. 

 What was your favourite School Café food? Banana choc 
chill. 

 Which band did you listen to most in Year 12? Blink 182 
without a doubt 

 What are you doing now? Dancing modern Jive, playing 
mens Lacrosse, doing Toastmasters, being on Young 
Engineers WA committee. 

 What are you studying? Not at the moment but this 
coming year looking at doing Masters in Engineering 
Management 

 Where have you travelled to? Europe, New Zealand, All 
down south of WA, Bali, Kuala Lumpur 

 Have you welcomed any future PMACS students to the 
world? Not yet, but maybe if 1) get the pleasure of having 
kids, (very possible) and 2) living close by. 

 Have you met anyone famous in the course of your job? 
I've met some amazing people but no they're not famous. 

Standing in the Arena, having just run with the bulls in Spain 

I met my lovely partner ,Bec, on the night we both started dancing 



 Have you found an amazing fishing spot locally? Nope, not 
really a fan of fishing, I am however a member of the 
Australian Marine and Conservation Society, which is 
there to help ensure there will be fish for generations to 
enjoy both for fishing and eating. 

 Which restaurant is your favourite? Nandos, I love it. Can't 
go past it.  I do however love my own kitchen, nothing 
fancy but nothing beats a home cooked meal J 

 Have you got married? No but it is on the horizon! 

 

 

 

Handstands in Paris! 

Playing lacrosse last year 

Dancing in Sydney for 
Modern Jive Championships 



 How many years did you attend PMACS and in what year did you graduate? Five years—2006 to 2010 

 What are you doing now? Finishing the last semester of my Bachelor of Science majoring in Geography and 
Conservation Biology at UWA. In between studying I am working part time as a Receptionist and volunteering as a 
research assistant within UWA’s School of Plant Biology. I plan to start my Honours year this July. If I am not tired 
of studying I may consider doing a PhD following Honours.  

 Where have you travelled to? I have been lucky enough to have travelled as part of my degree. Some fieldwork 
destinations were very exciting to travel to including Thailand and to a lesser degree Jurien Bay, Geraldton and 
Albany. While other places, including Pingelly and Babakin, I had never heard of prior to travelling there for 
fieldwork. I also spent six weeks travelling to London, New York and Vancouver in my university holidays last year.  

 When you were at school what did you imagine your life after school would be like? I had very conflicting 
thoughts on graduating school. I know that I was very nervous about leaving the comfort of supportive friends 
and teachers who meant the world to me at the time, but simultaneously the idea being able to focus on what I 
was passionate about excited 
me.  

 How does your life today 
compare to what you 
imagined?  In many ways life 
today is how I imagined it. I 
have loved university and I am 
a total nerd in that respect - I 
still get excited by all the 
different areas in my field that I 
am yet to learn or experience. I 
will definitely have to restrain 
myself from staying at 
university too long and racking 
up a humongous debt. 
However, life after Peter 
Moyes has also been very 
different compared to how I 
had expected it to be. I would 
say I was most surprised at 
how significantly life changes (I 
was in denial in Year 12 
obviously). People from Peter Moyes still hold a special place in my heart, but life after high school has also 
provided me with so many opportunities to encounter a great diversity of people and experiences. Many people 
who are important to me now would not have known I existed when I was in high school and that seems crazy 
when I think about it. I would like to think that since leaving Peter Moyes I have gained a worldlier perspective 
after meeting so many different people, each with their differing backgrounds. Similarly, life after high school is 
filled with so many different opportunities! Sometimes I think the hardest thing in life post high school is trying to 
allocate time to all of the different pursuits I have busied myself with. 

 What do you miss most about school? The people. Classmates and teachers included! Words cannot describe the 
bonds and memories formed when people spend seven hours together almost every day.  

 What do you love about being an ‘adult’ (ie. not at school anymore)? The countless opportunities to learn or 
experience something new and the time to take up these opportunities. 



 How many years did you attend PMACS and in what year did you graduate?  I 
attended PMACS for five years, and graduated in 2010. 

 When at school what did you imagine your life after school would be like? I 
imagined that once I left school, I would have more freedom – I could wear 
what I want, have meals when I want, and uni timetables would grant me 
the freedom to sleep for as long as I want. 

 How does your life today compare to what you imagined? Contrary to 
popular belief, life does not generally get easier once you leave school. As 
I’ve grown, I’ve found that my capacity to handle workloads has increased, 
and I feel a strong conviction to continue to grow that. Sleep-ins do not 
always happen, and in hindsight, I now miss the regular mealtimes that were 
facilitated within school. Yet, the opportunities and the level of 
independence that comes with leaving school is life changing. Savour every 
moment, as life goes so quickly once you leave school. 

 What do you miss most about school? I really miss the comfort of knowing 
that you would see all of your friends at the same time every day at recess 
and lunch. In the real world, everyone is doing different things – uni, TAFE, 
work, and even if you’re all 
studying or all working, you’re 
working in different places or 
studying at different campuses. 
Friendships begin to become 
less consistent and less routine, 
but I guess that the upside of 
that is that you cherish every 
opportunity to see those close 
to you. When you’re so pushed 
for time to see people, you 
begin to see how valuable 
quality time really is. 

 Where do you see yourself in 5 
years? I’d like to have finished 
my studies and be working as a 
process engineer, perhaps in oil 
& gas. 

 Which band did you listen to 
most in Year 12? I would have to say the post-grunge band “Breaking 
Benjamin”. A few of my really close friends loved them as much as I did, so 
when we got our licenses in Year 12, we’d have quality time driving around 
listening to them. That, coupled with the journey through the McDonald’s 
drive-thru at least three times per car trip just to pick up ice-creams, is one 
of my favourite memories as a Year 12 student. That first taste of real 
independence is just pure bliss, isn’t it? 

 What are you doing now? A few things, to be honest. I’ve just finished my 
Bachelor of Science (Engineering Science/Analytical & Physical Chemistry) at 
UWA, and now I have an automatic entrance into my Masters of Professional 
Engineering, where I will be specializing in Chemical Engineering.  I’m also 
enrolled in a Postgraduate Diploma of Corrosion Engineering, which I’m 
taking externally through Curtin, and I’m undertaking a leadership course at 
Globalheart Leadership College, which will grant me a Certificate IV in 
Christian Leadership. I work at the contemporary Mexican eatery, Zambrero, 
which has recently opened up in Joondalup. I tutor a lot of high school 
students in Chemistry, Maths and Physics, with many of my students being 
current or ex-students from Peter Moyes. 

Another group of Year 12 students 
graduated at the end of 2013 and we 
warmly welcome them to Alumni 
Association. We love hearing what 
their plans are for this year and 
enjoyed news from some: 

 

“I will be starting at 

Edith Cowan University 

in the next coming 

weeks. I'm studying a 

Bachelor of Business 

and hope to major in Hotel Management 

and Marketing. I'm so excited to start, 

yet I'm also really nervous.. I'm looking 

forward to starting a new chapter of my 

life.” 

 

“It feels strange no 

longer being in the 

school environment 

and not being at 

school for the first day 

of term, I keep having 

to remind myself that I am no longer at 

school but a Uni student. This year I will 

being studying a Bachelor of Health 

Science at Edith Cowan University in 

Joondalup. It is a three year course, the 

first semester focuses on looking at 

chemistry for the life sciences which are 

the building blocks of nutrition. I will also 

be looking at human nutrition, 

population health and nutrition and 

public health. The second semester 

focuses on epidemiology, food and 

nutrients and systems physiology which 

enables you to gain an understanding 

into the human body and the role food 

plays in keeping you healthy. This is all 

information I will value as when I am 

qualified I want to help the community to 

the best of my ability and this degree will 

enable me to make the community a 

healthier and better place.” 



 

“I'm doing a Cert 3 
in Networking at 
WCIT. “ 
 

 

“This transition has 

been quite hectic, 

for lack of a better 

term. The new year 

has seen my band 

"The Temperament" tracking our 

first EP, with gigs on the horizon. I 

have also started my studies at 

QANTM College for a Bachelor of 

Games Development with a major in 

Game Design. Hopefully this year 

will see many live performances with 

this band, (don't ask about genre 

because we don't even know what to 

call it), and hitting this course hard 

trying to understand programming 

as well as I can. ” 

 

“This year I'll be 
attending 
University and 
studying Games 
Programming as 

well as Animation.  

I have received a spot for an 
internship in America in a well 
known games company for next 
year. 

Hoping to move out of Australia and 
hopefully get accepted into Stanford 
or University of Southern 
California :D” 
 

 

After graduating from Peter Moyes in 2010, I went to Curtin University and started a 
double degree in Civil Engineering and Mining. It was an uneventful academic year 
but November came and I flew up to Port Hedland to work at a quarry for a few 
months on a four week on, one week off roster. The roster meant little to a small 
company trying to make money, so my first stint up north was six and a half weeks 
long and consisted of 90+ hours of work every week, 50+ degree days and not 
enough sleep. My first time at home in nearly two months was for three days, and 
then I flew back up to do the skeleton crew 
shift over Christmas. I was the only person on 
site for two weeks and had an 80km round trip 
twice a day to get breakfast and dinner, and 
those were the only times I saw other people.  
 

Already being on antidepressants and 
diagnosed as having chronic major depression, 
my time up north seriously affected my mental 
health and I am not afraid to say that my 
isolation and depression generated the darkest 
of thoughts, including suicidal ones. There was 
more than one occasion that I thought about 
throwing myself into a crusher that Christmas. I 
came back home, more out of touch with my 
friends than ever and failed all four units that 
semester, then deferred university for six 
months, broke up with my then-girlfriend and 
put on 15 kilos in two months as a side-effect of 
starting a different kind of medication. 
 

The public health system let me down pretty badly, my family GP called six different 
psychiatrists and all were booked out three months in advance. My psychologist 
didn’t know of anywhere I could go once my six sessions covered by Medicare with 
him ran out. Completely by chance, my GP found a place in West Perth that ran 
group therapy and I checked in as an out-patient two weeks later. 
 

Eighteen months later and I still go to West Perth once a week for therapy. I’ve 
been back to school to talk to a group of Year Twelve Prefects to try and raise 
awareness of depression. I quit Civil Engineering after deferring university and am 
about to start my second year of Psychology. Hopefully one day I’ll be able to help 
people with depression overcome their battles, even if I’m still struggling with 
mine.  
 

I’m lucky enough to have an awesome family and mates who support me. I wouldn’t 
be here right now if it wasn’t for them, and the special ones know who they are as 
they are the people that I turn to when I need them the most. 
 

My final message to my fellow students: If a mate or loved one looks down, don’t 
ignore it. Be big enough to ask them how they’re feeling and actually listen, often 
it’s feeling completely alone that is the worst part of it.  
 
Zeke Hodgetts 
 

http://www.lifelinewa.org.au/
http://www.beyondblue.org.au/


 

 

“I was accepted 
into University 
which is really 
exciting and can't 
wait to start. I am 
doing a Bachelor 

of Arts/Commerce double degree at 
Curtin University and majoring in 
Economics and International 
Relations. I'm learning Japanese as 
well which should be interesting.” 

“I have definitely 
enjoyed the long 
break off over the 
summer. 
 
I am going to 

UWA this year to study Engineering 
Science and Marketing.” 
 

“At the end of this 

month I will be 

going to ECU to do 

a Bachelor of Arts 

in Psychology, 

Criminology and Justice.” 

 

 

 

 

 How many years did you attend PMACS and in what year did you 

graduate?   Three years. I graduated in 2007. 

 What is the best thing to happen to you since leaving school? 
Graduating from university.    

 When you were at school what did you imagine your life after school 
would be like?  Initially I wanted to be a civil engineer. However, once I 
started university I then discovered I had a passion for business and 
commerce. As a result, I decided to pursue a career in this.  

 How does your life today compare to what you imagined? It is nothing 
like I imagined.  

 What do you miss 
most about school? I 
miss being able to see 
my friends on a 
regular basis. 
Everyone seems to be 
so busy with their 
own lives now. I also 
miss the great 
teachers we had and 
having lots of time to 
socialise.  

 If you could be at 
school again for one 
day, what would you 
like to do most? 
Lunchtime basketball 
and Physics class with Mr Nissan.  

 What do you love about being an ‘adult’ (ie. not at school anymore)?  
Freedom and the ability to pursue your dreams.  

 Where do you see yourself in 5 years?  Working in a nice office job in 
Melbourne and owning my first investment property.  

 What was your favourite School Café food?  Meat pies.  

 Which band did you listen to most in Year 12? .Rammstein and System of 
a Down.  

 What are you doing now? I have just graduated with a post-graduate 
degree in Accounting from the University of Western Australia and am 
now looking to start my career in a professional services firm. Preferably 
in a company that specialises in auditing and taxation.  

 Where have you travelled to?  All over Australia, Indonesia and South-
East Asia.  

 Which restaurant is your favourite?  Bistro Guillaume at Crown Perth.   

 



 How many years did you attend PMACS and in what year did 
you graduate? I graduated in 2008 after starting Year 5 in 2001.   

 When you were at school what did you imagine your life after 
school would be like?  I thought I’d be working in the graphic 
design industry, enjoying Adobe software access, idolizing Jamie 
Reid and dealing with design corrections from clients who didn’t 
understand my creative vision.  

 How does your life today compare to what you imagined? Not 
even close. Now I’m working in Copywriting in the 
telecommunications industry, enjoying free internet access, 
idolizing Margaret Thatcher (work ethic, not political platform) 
and handing back corrections to designers who don’t 
understand the need for proof reading or fact checking when 
recycling old instructions.  

 What do you miss most about school? Seeing my friends every 
day. And just very slightly, I miss learning about Human Biology 
because it was so interesting.  

 If you could be at school again for one day, what would you like to do 
most? A series of elaborate and possibly psychological pranks on the 
faculty.  

 What do you love about being an ‘adult’ (ie. not at school anymore)? 
The wine.  

 Where do you see yourself in 5 years? After finally having wrestled a 
mortgage from the claws of the banks, I probably still won’t have finished 
decorating my house.  

 What was your favourite School Café food? N/A. I think I only bought a 
cookie from there once a year on Sports Carnival day.  

 Which band did you listen to most in Year 12? I think it was something 
tragic like My Chemical Romance.  

 What are you doing now? Copywriter and Communications Assistant at 
iiNet. Includes writing/rewriting product manuals and mass 
communications, but mainly I’m overhauling all of the online technical 
support content so it can actually be understood by normal human 
beings.  

 What are you studying?  N/A (Do have Diploma of Graphic Design)  

 Where have you travelled to?  I went backpacking around England and 
Japan. England is lovely in Summer; Japan is not. If you go to Japan in 
summer you will need to take a litre of mosquito repellent and a towel to 
soak up all the sweat you will perspire.  

 Have you met anyone famous in the course of your job?  I doubt anyone else cares about meeting Michael Malone, iiNet’s 
CEO. It’s an industry thing.  

 Which restaurant is your favourite?  Aisuru Sushi, Subiaco. 

 Have you got married? I am too much a  feminist for marriage.  



The year was 2006, our 2013 Graduates were in Year 5  and they were thinking about what they wanted to be when they grew up!  

 

Policeman 

 

Zoo Keeper or  
Interior Designer 

 

Swimmer 

 

Archtiect 

 

Story Writer 

 

Forensic Investigator 

 

Fashion Designer 

 

Chef or Marine Biologist 

 

Actress 

 

Surgeon 

 

Vet 

 

AFL Player 

 

Professional Soccer 
 Player 

 

Artist 

 

Marine Biologist 

 

Pharmacy Assistant 

 

Dirt Bike Racer 

 

Architect 

 

Policewoman 

 

Comedian 

 

School Teacher 

 

Athlete 

 

Comedian 

 

Architect 



2004 

 

2007 

 

2008 

 

2010 

 

2010 

We are always keen to hear 
your news and welcome 
anyone wishing to submit an 
article. Please send your 
stories and news to: 
Alumni@petermoyes.wa.edu.au 

or contact Karen van Rooyen 
on 9304 5500. 

Please register your email 
address with the Alumni 
Association at: 
Alumni@petermoyes.wa.edu.au 

or by phone to  
Karen van Rooyen 
 on 9304 5500.   
 
If we have your email address 
we will be able to keep you 
informed about Alumni events 
and news! 
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